
Chapter 6

Other military uses of the Somerset coast

I
N RESEARCHING maritime Somerset the

authors kept coming across mentions not

only of military sites and establishments

along the coast of Somerset but also of a

number of military activities and experimental

work that took place in the area on or near

the coast. This chapter attempts to bring these

together to give some idea of how involved

the Services were on the coastline and how

varied these activities were beyond the purely

defensive measures to secure the coast.

Military use of seaside holi-

day accommodation

On the outbreak of war, the Somerset holiday

resorts offered safe accommodation for those

who wished to avoid the expected bombing

and evacuees were sent to Somerset. During

the German offensives in May 1940 the popu-

lation of Britain began to understand the

magnitude of the crisis they faced and appeared

to be prepared to make sacrifices and expected

the same from others, On 15 June 1940 the

Ministry of Information reported from Bristol,

‘strong resentment expressed in Bath for paid

holidays for 4000 evacuated (Admiralty) civil

servants. Similar criticism of joy riding holi-

daymakers from Taunton and district; disgust

expressed by local inhabitants.’ Nevertheless

on 31 July in the midst of the preparation of

beach defences and the emplacement of the

Coast Artillery battery at Minehead, another

report from Bristol noted that, ‘Complaints

from Minehead that potential holidaymakers

have the impression that the SouthWest resorts

are dangerous areas.’ On 5 August Bristol again

reported, ‘No grumbles about the absence of

bank holiday. Holiday resorts on the Bristol

Channel coast complain about the mention of

the Bristol Channel in Home Security bulletins

and say their trade is thereby being ruined’

(Addison and Crang 2010, 177, 287, 302). The

reports were prepared daily in ‘telegraphese’ to

get them to London by early afternoon.

After the evacuation from Dunkirk and

the fall of France in June 1940 the Army

urgently required accommodation, particularly

for troops deployed on coast defence duties.

Beach huts at Dunster Beach and holiday

camps at St Audries Bay and Berrow were

requisitioned. At Dunster Beach there were

185 huts but no other infrastructure other than

two small shops, toilets and a few outside water

taps. The 18 feet by 14 feet (5.5 by 4.3m)

beach huts were stripped of any internal parti-

tions and equipped with beds and a solid fuel

stove to typically accommodate four men (at

the then regulation space of 60 square feet

(18.3m2) per man, War Office 1940) but this

was increased to eight when accommodation

was short and soldiers then slept with their feet

towards the stove in the centre. Ancillary build-

ings like cookhouses, ablutions, latrines, bath

houses and coal yards were built. Nissen huts

and Romney shelters were erected, the latter

used for messes.

Both Dunster Camp, as the Army named the

site, and St Audries Camp were each capable

of accommodating a basic infantry battalion

of about 600 men (author’s, DH, recollections;
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Figure 6.1: The surviving Army bath house at Dunster Beach camp (David Hunt, 2008).

Concannon 1995, 37). When more space was

needed, accommodation at Dunster Hall and

Lower Marsh Farm was requisitioned (TNA

WO 166/1924). After the war the chalets were

returned to their owners and the site improved.

Most Army buildings were removed but several

remain in use ( Figure 6.1) while a few concrete

hut bases indicate the sites of others.

Smaller establishments, such as hotels, were

also used. In Minehead, the Royal Armoured

Corps Armoured Fighting Vehicle Range (tank

gunnery) had its headquarters at the Conway

Hotel on The Avenue and the 8 Corps

Junior Leaders School and Vehicle Mainten-

ance School were at the Metropole Hotel (TNA

WO 166/11001, 24/10/1943). At Burnham-

on-Sea, hotels were used both for accommod-

ating soldiers and, from 1 May 1943, the Manor

Hotel was used as the HQ of Somerset Sub

District (TNA WO 166/11001). As mentioned

above (on page 14), the Resident Naval Officer,

Watchet established his headquarters at the

Langbury Hotel at Blue Anchor.

Many service personnel were billeted with

civilian families or in holiday accommoda-

tion. The war-diary of the 10th Battalion

of the Somerset Light Infantry recorded (10

Oct 1940) that the battalion was guarding the

beaches between Burnham-on-Sea and Brean,

with its HQ in Naish House in Burnham-on-

Sea, and its A and B Companies at Berrow, C

Company at Brean, and D and HQ Companies

at Burnham-on-Sea, with all companies in

billets (TNA WO 166/4661). The battalion

strength in December 1940 was about 948 all

ranks. The total military population (see page

40) was then nearly 2000 men in an area with a

civilian population of c.3800 and that presum-

ably had already taken evacuees.

On operations, use was made of village

halls, public houses (often for HQs, presum-

ably because they may have had a telephone)

and farms to provide soldiers with accom-

modation. The war-diary of the 9th Somerset

Light Infantry shows that it deployed from

St Audrey’s Camp during the ‘Cromwell’ inva-
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sion alert between 7 and 9 September 1940

(see page 45) to guard the area between

the west Somerset coast and the Brendon

Hills. The war-diary lists billets in village

halls at Dunster, Withycombe, Roadwater and

Old Cleeve together with the White House

Inn (Exford), Railway Hotel (Washford),

Red Lion (Timberscombe), Butcher’s Arms

(Carhampton), Higher Marsh Farm (Dunster),

St Decuman’s vicarage and Parsonage Farm. At

other locations the soldiers used bivouacs or

sheltered in woods. Battalion HQ was located

at the BBC Transmitting Station at Washford

Cross (TNA WO166/4660).

In the preparations for D-Day, American

forces were stationed in the area of the

Somerset coast. This has not been researched

in detail but Wakefield (1994) identifies the

locations of a number of US formations and

units from the ‘First US Amy Station List’ dated

31 May 1944. The HQ of First Army was

accommodated in Clifton College in Bristol.

The 1st Engineer Brigade (Support) and its 519

Port Battalion were also located in Bristol. The

latter unit had four US Port Companies (302,

303, 304 and 305) in Bristol and there were also

several logistic units.

Weston-super-Mare was the base for the HQ

of 49th Anti-aircraft Artillery (AAA) Brigade,

with the HQ of 16th AAA Group under its

command including 197th AAA AW Battalion.

Also at Weston-super-Mare were 115th AAA

Gun Battalion and 457 AAA AW Battalion M.

Eighty-Sixth Ordnance Battalion was located

at Brean together with 507th Ordnance HM

Company Field Artillery. Further west, 186 and

187 Field Artillery Battalions were located at St

Audries together with the HQ of 187th Field

Artillery Group. A large US fuel depot with

a network of railway sidings was established at

Walrow to the east of Highbridge as part of the

D-Day preparations (SHER 15405). Further

research will be needed to establish the full

pre D-Day deployments of American forces in

Somerset.

Ranges

The lonely beaches and clear views out to

sea offered the military a number of oppor-

tunities for ranges and test facilities along the

Somerset coast. The safety areas up to and

beyond the targets were normal cleared of live-

stock and entry was restricted while firing was

proceeding. Clearing the safety areas for inland

ranges required resources and could interfere

with agriculture so that firing out to sea was a

simple alternative.

Rifle ranges

The danger area of a typical 600-yard (550m)

rifle range would be about 1000 yards (900m)

wide and extend perhaps 1.5 miles (2.5km)

behind the targets (War Office 1914, para 17).

An early 700-yard (640m) rifle range at Blue

Anchor beach was sited to fire eastwards along

the shore line, past the Blue Anchor Inn and

onto targets on the cliffs. The Ordnance

Survey 6-inch maps show the firing points at

100 yard (91m) intervals, flag staffs for warning

flags when firing was in progress and iron

‘mantlets’ to protect those marking the targets.

At Lilstock and Sand Bay 600-yard (550m) rifle

ranges fired seawards with targets on the cliffs,

while at Uphill a range used a nearby hillside

as stop butts and at Berrow a 600-yard (550m)

range fired northwards along the edge of the

beach. South of Clevedon there was also a

range at Gullhouse Point.

During the war, when safety regulations were

somewhat more lax, Home Guard rifle and

spigot mortar practice took place in Porlock

Bay while rifle firing also took place westwards

along the shore near Minehead gas works.

The Bridgwater Home Guard used the disused

Cannington rifle range. At Brean Down six

open, semi-circular brick emplacements survive

overlooking Weston Bay. These do not appear

to be tactically sited, or to offer any protec-

tion against even small arms fire, and are there-

fore unlikely to be anti-invasion defences. It

is possible that may have been used by the
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Figure 6.2: Pre-war anti-aircraft gunnery training at Doniford with the 3-inch AA gun (courtesy Vernon Stone

from a postcard by HH Hole).

RAF air navigators’ school at Weston-super-

Mare before it was moved to South Africa in

August 1940. It is believed that targets were

towed past the firing points at about the same

height to present target aspects that might be

encountered in air combat.

Anti-aircraft gunnery ranges

The development of AA artillery between the

wars and the use of the Territorial Army for

AA units resulted in an AA practice camp

being set up at Doniford near Watchet in 1925

(Figure 6.2; Dobinson 2001, 72). Firing live

ammunition required a site on the coast where

inshore waters could be kept clear of shipping

and aircraft for a distance of about seven miles

(11km). Firing points for the 3-inch gun were

established on the coast, with a tented camp

at Liddymore to accommodate the soldiers

training there. A larger hutted camp was estab-

lished at Doniford from 1934 (Figure 6.4 on

page 82). Targets were towed by aircraft from

RAF Weston Zoyland. General Sir Frederick

Pile (1949) noted that practices were fired at air

targets towed at some 60 mph, which was 100

mph slower than any German aircraft. A small

grass airstrip was provided at Doniford, which

allowed target towing aircraft to land.

From 1937, the ‘Queen Bee’ radio-

controlled target was also used (Figure 6.3 on

the next page). This was based on a Tiger

Moth aircraft and was launched from a catapult

at the west end of the range firing point.

The unmanned aircraft, which was equipped

with floats, was then landed on the sea and

recovered by launch into Watchet Harbour

before being lifted by crane onto a truck to

be returned Doniford. The initial Queen

Bee launch took place from the cruiser HMS

Neptune on 29 July 1935 and the first land

launch was made on 3 July 1937 (Berryman

2006, 127–8).

Before the outbreak of the Second World

War, Doniford was also used for the new 3.7-

inch AA gun and the 4.5-inch gun, which

was based on a modified naval gun. When
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Figure 6.3: Pre-war view of the ‘Queen Bee’ target plane on the catapult at Doniford (courtesy Vernon Stone from

a postcard by HH Hole).

the performance of the 3.7-inch AA gun was

upgraded, it could no longer be fired at Doni-

ford as the safety area was insufficient (Cooper

2004, 25). The range was then used for the

40mm Bofors light anti-aircraft guns. The

range danger area shown on maps and charts

suggests that firing could also have taken place

from the St Audries area.

During the war, the School of Anti-Aircraft

Artillery (SAAD) (Radar Wing) was based at

Doniford Camp with the main SAAD located

at Manorbier in Pembrokeshire. In 1942 the

site was listed as ‘AA Practice Camp 8 Watchet’

with ‘The School of Anti-Aircraft Defence

Wireless Wing Watchet’ also listed at Doni-

ford. In 1945, the range was described as

‘Army Range A201 Watchett [sic] AA (H &

L)’ suggesting that it was still possible to fire

both heavy and light AA guns there (map

SD559: Armament Training Areas, edition of

May 1945, TNA AIR 10/4182; see Figure 6.6

on page 84)

A radar set is known to have been employed

at the Doniford ranges, but it is not clear

whether it was a training radar, GL radar for

use on the ranges, range safety or in an exper-

imental role, as little is known of it beyond its

existence (Stafford 2006, 178). It is known that

in 1941 GL Mk II radar trials were carried out

at Watchet (TNA WO 291/14). In July 1947,

the range became the RAF Regiment Light

Anti-Aircraft Gunnery School for the Bofors

L40/70 gun, an improved version with radar

control. The facility closed in February 1957

although the camp continued to be used by the

Army until at least 1967 (author’s, DH, recol-

lection). It is now a caravan park and holiday

camp where a few of the Army buildings are

still in use. Another site was an Army ‘anti-

aircraft (machine gun) range’, which fired out

to sea, listed in 1944 at Wains Hill, Clevedon

(TNA AIR 10/4182).

In 1940 anti-aircraft rocket projectiles were

introduced which, for reasons of security, were

referred to as ‘unrotated projectiles’ or UPs.

The defences of Bristol included so-called Z

batteries, which was the title given to units

equipped with UP projectors (as the launchers
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Figure 6.4: Doniford Camp with tented accommodation for pre-war summer exercises (courtesy Vernon Stone from

a postcard by HH Hole).

were called). By October 1942 some of these

Z sites were manned by the Home Guard and

a practice camp for firing the rockets over a

temporary range was set up at Redcliff Bay

to the south-west of Portishead. The range

safety area was a sector 14,000 yards (13km)

long running parallel to the coast roughly from

south-west of the launch site up to a height

of 14,000 feet (4300m). A deployment report

for the Bristol area Z sites dated 15 October

1942 lists 16 twin UP projectors deployed

at Watchet, presumably for training purposes

using the Doniford anti-aircraft range (John

Penny, pers. comm.).

On 12 December 1942 a report lists six

UP projectors deployed at Pawlett while ten

remained at Watchet. The safety area of the

bombing and air gunnery range at Steart would

appear to have allowed UPs to have been fired

into it from Pawlett. Vernon Stone, the current

Harbour Master of Watchet, was told that the

Watchet site was between the harbour and

Helwell Bay and that firing had taken place

on the site. RAF aerial photographs taken in

1946 show two parallel lines each of ten struc-

tures, similar to shelters used at other Z sites,

in the Helwell Bay area which another local

resident identified as the launcher site. The last

report of UP projectors being located at either

of these two sites was on 8 July 1943 (John

Penny, pers. comm.).

Tank and anti-tank gunnery ranges

North Hill, Minehead had long been used by

Volunteers and later by Territorials for annual

camps and training. During the Second World

War, the expanses of open moorland and the

proximity of the sea were ideal conditions for

a tank gunnery range. Range training needs

to ensure that the tank crew can not only fire

on targets while stationary but also when on

the move. Targets may be fixed infrastructure

like buildings or bunkers but are more likely to

be other tanks on the move. The crew have

to learn to make the best use of the terrain to

move swiftly and to minimise their exposure to

enemy observation and fire.
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Figure 6.5: Comparison between the tank gunnery ranges at North Hill Minehead (two out of three shown) and

the anti-tank range at Kilton. Both involved the use of target tanks pulled along railways protected by earth banks but

at North Hill the firing tank was also moving.

To practice firing on the move against

moving targets, ranges employed a triangular

track some distance from a target moving

along a small railway (Figure 6.5). The tank

drove round the triangular track so that it was

presented with targets which were advancing,

withdrawing or crossing its path. Three of

these ranges have survived on North Hill and a

key feature of all of them is the use of the sea as

the safety area. The range was used by Amer-

ican forces in the build-up to D-Day and a large

area of Exmoor was also used for artillery field

firing (TNA AIR 10/4182).

The increasing use of towed and self-

propelled anti-tank guns required another form

of gunnery range, an example of which is

known at Kilton. As towed anti-tank guns

cannot fire on the move and self-propelled

guns are not normally equipped to do so, the

gunnery training was restricted to firing from

fixed positions on moving targets that typic-

ally might occur in a defensive position. The

Kilton range consisted of a triangular target

railway with winch houses which presented the

guns with advancing, withdrawing and crossing

targets from their static firing point. The

range, which was built in 1942, was extensively

used by US forces in preparation for D-Day

(Figure 6.5; Riley 2006, 153-4).

In the autumn of 1940, 58 Medium Regi-

ment Royal Artillery was moved to Dunster

Camp (see page 77) to train gunners on the 6-

pounder guns recovered from First World War

tanks, which had been issued for use on stop

lines in the South West. The beach offered

excellent opportunities to fire out to sea, but

most of the firing is likely to have been at

targets within 600 yards (550m) as this was the

practical limit placed on these guns. Neverthe-

less, the guns are believed to have a maximum

range of over 8000 yards (7.5km) and the safety

area would probably exceed that. The trained

gunners were then deployed to man 6-pounder

guns on stop lines. In 1941 the guns were with-

drawn from the stop lines and were deployed to

the beaches where they were manned by Home

Guard or other soldiers (see Watchet defences

on page 33).
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Figure 6.6: Firing ranges in Somerset and the Bristol Channel in May 1945 (TNA AIR 10/4182).

In November 1941, 954 Defence Battery

of 11 Defence Regiment RA, which was then

based at Brymore near Cannington, opened an

anti-tank gunnery range at Stert Flats. Work

appears to have started on this range on 11

August 1941 but no other details are known.

The battery had been equipped previously with

lorry-mounted 4-inch naval guns but these

were returned to the Royal Navy and the

battery then appears to have been equipped

with towed anti-tank guns including 8-pdr QF

Hotchkiss 6-cwt guns (TNA WO 166/2040).

The regiment became 176 Field Regiment RA

in January 1942.

Air gunnery and bombing ranges

During the Second World War there was an

urgent need for bombing and air gunnery

ranges. Across the UK, about 103 ranges were

constructed in coastal areas with 108 on inland

sites. These normally consisted of several

bombing targets together with air-ground or

air-sea targets. The demands of ranges for

US Forces and for D-Day preparations resulted

in a programme in 1943 to expand existing

ranges. Local byelaws allowed farmers access

to coastal land when the ranges were not in

use to minimise the disruption to agriculture

and red flags were flown when access was not

permitted (Smith 1989, 187). As the majority

of the Bristol Channel shipping moved along

the swept lanes near to the Welsh coast, this

allowed the use of the Somerset coastal area for

both air gunnery and bombing practice ranges.

Lilstock range

A wartime bombing range was established

in the sea to the north of Lilstock. In

1945 it was known as ‘RAF Bombing Range

42 Bridgwater Bay’ and came under Tech-

nical Training Command but was parented by

RAF Weston Zoyland (Roger JC Thomas pers.

comm. quoting TNA AIR 10/4182). Later

RNAS Yeovilton assumed responsibility and

it became known as the ‘Lilstock Royal Navy

Range’. It was used as a practice bombing range

for fixed-wing aircraft using inert ordnance

until 1995 when it was redesignated as a heli-

copter gunnery range. Wartime Admiralty

charts show a group of some three targets

about 250m apart at about ST 176 472 to the

north of Lilstock. One appears to have been a

raft and moored target floats were to be seen

on occasions in Watchet harbour.

A large concrete arrow (SHER 22854) on

the cliff top, visible on post-war aerial photo-

graphs (Figure 6.7 on the facing page), was

used to indicate the target area to approaching

aircraft. Another large arrow on Brean Down

(SHER 12365) also points towards the targets,

although Crowther and Dickson (2008, 262–

63) list Brean as a separate range; to date, no

evidence to support this has been found.

Bombing ranges had two or more ‘quadrant

towers’ of a standard pattern overlooking the

target area. These were equipped for observers

to take cross bearings and accurately locate the

point of impact of the practice bombs and then

to radio the results to the aircraft. There is
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a single modern quadrant tower, which looks

similar to an airfield control tower, on the shore

overlooking the range (SHER 15476); the sites

of earlier ones are recorded (SHER).

Stert Range

Another bombing and air gunnery range was

established on Stert Flats with a single targets

at ST 260 476 and three more at ST 245 470.

Stert was designated ‘RAF Bombing Range 43’.

Two concrete arrows at Steart (PRN 34598)

pointed out onto the range but not towards

these war-time targets. A second range (Range

46 – Stert Flats South) with ground to air

facilities is listed under Bomber Command but

was administered by RAF Weston-super-Mare

(TNA AIR 10/4182). The Defence Estates still

list the ‘Stert Flats Air Gunnery and Bombing

Range’ and even today (2009) aircraft can be

seen circling over the ranges and firing anti

heat-seeking-missile flares in preparation for

operations in Afghanistan.

Sand Bay and Sand Point ranges

Sand Bay to the north of Weston-super-Mare

was also used as an air gunnery range (Smith

1989, 195). In addition, Sand Point was also

used as a range with four steel targets. Red

warning cones were hoisted to indicate when

firing was taking place (Hawkins 1988, 114).

Experimental sites

Birnbeck Pier and associated sites

The acquisition of Birnbeck Pier in 1941 as

an outstation of the Royal Navy’s Depart-

ment of Miscellaneous Weapons Develop-

ment (DMWD, nicknamed the Wheezers and

Dodgers) has been mentioned above. It had

two great advantages. It met an immediate

need to find a location where the spread and

fuzing of what was to become the highly

effective forward firing anti-submarine mortar,

‘Hedgehog’, could be perfected. For this a

good depth of water was required but one

Figure 6.7: Direction arrow on the cliffs above

Lilstock for the off-shore aircraft bombing range

(Somerset Studies Library, RAF CPE/UK/1944

3165, 23/1/1947).

whose bed was exposed at low water to allow

for the spread of bombs to be plotted and

the bombs themselves retrieved. The steamer

pier at Birnbeck with its tidal range of between

19 and 36 feet (5.8–11m), collection of useful

workshops and secluded position was ideal

(Figure 6.8 on the next page).

Not only did the pier prove to be an

effective base but there were further sites near

at hand in Brean Down and Middle Hope Cove

where some of the more demonstrative experi-

ments could be held in comparative safety and

security (Pawle 2009, 118–19, 141–14). The

DMWD was initially primarily concerned with

air defence measures for shipping, such as

the development of Plastic Protective Plating

(see page 54), but the majority of the work at

Birnbeck was concerned with anti-submarine

warfare and, later, measures in support of the

D-Day landings.

From its first trials in February 1941,

Hedgehog completed its land and sea trails

within a year and HMS Westcott scored one

of the first kills, U-581, on 2 February 1942

(Brown 2007, 118). The ‘Expendable Noise-

Maker’, a device intended to confuse German

acoustic-homing torpedoes, proved to be one

of the more demonstrative experiments and

tests were moved to Brean Down and Middle
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Figure 6.8: Birnbeck Pier and Birnbeck Island with the steamer landing stage on the right and lifeboat launching

ramp left. Steep Holm and Flat Holm are visible in the distance (David Hunt, 2009).

Hope Cove after a round exploded just outside

Admiral Casement’s office (Pawle 2009, 144–

45). Trials were also carried out in the Bristol

Channel of more effective illuminating flares

to expose surfaced U-boats at night. Flares

suspended from balloons were evaluated by

observation and measurement from the pier

(Pawle 2009, 157–58).

Tests of the ‘Type J Parachute and Cable

Rocket’ (PAC), which carried a 5-ton cable up

to a height of 600 feet (180m), a device that

DMWD had developed to bring down enemy

aircraft, were carried out in a desolate area of

the Somerset coast. This is not named but

the associations of DMWD with the barrage

balloon cable cutting trials at Pawlett (see page

89) make this a possible site. Birnbeck was

also equipped with PAC as it was hoped that

bomber raids making for Bristol Channel ports

might give an opportunity for live testing but

the chance never occurred. The War Office

asked DMWD to carry out tests to see if

a cable-fired rocket could stop enemy tanks.

Tests were carried out on the foreshore at

Brean Down against a Valentine tank using 600

feet (180m) of exceptionally strong wire. This

ensnared the tank so effectively that it took two

days to get it mobile again but the system does

not seem to have been developed and brought

into service (Pawle 2009, 145–46).

In preparation for D-Day, DMWD

embarked on a wide ranging series of

experiments. Exhaustive tests were carried out

with shaped charges on the concrete-filled hulk

of the steamer, Fernwood, sunk off Weston-

super-Mare, to find ways of disposing of

wrecked ships used to block harbours (Pawle

2009, 148). In the autumn of 1942, work
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Figure 6.9: Surviving rails for the experimental bouncing bomb at the tip of Brean Down. Beyond them stands the

remains of a Coast Artillery searchlight like that shown in Figure 4.5 on page 54 (David Dawson, 2010).

started on a device called ‘Hedgerow’ which

was designed to fire salvoes of mortar bombs

from a landing craft to clear beaches of mines.

Initial tests were carried out on Berrow Flats

using German Teller mines lifted from the

Western Desert. The system was first used in

earnest at Salerno (Pawle 2009, 145–49).

Retarding rockets, designed to enable air-

dropped vehicles to land softly after parachute

descent, were also tested. The system, known

as ‘Hajile’ (Elijah reversed), was used at Birn-

beck to test drop concrete bombs but was not

sufficiently developed to play any role in D-

Day (Pawle 2009, 174). ‘Bookrest’ was another

beach minefield clearing device: a hose filled

with plastic explosive (Pawle 2009, 260–61).

A system to break up waves in heavy seas

using pipes with air jets as a ‘bubble break-

water’ underwent some initial trials at Birnbeck

but the device failed as the air compressors

lacked the power and capacity to deliver suffi-

cient air. The idea was superseded by the

development of components for the ‘Mulberry’

harbour (Pawle 2009, 240–45).

Other experiments at Brean Down included

a stores-carrying rocket designed to deliver

supplies to troops ashore and a rocket grapnel

designed to fire a 500-foot (150m) climbing line

from the beach onto cliff tops. The major

trials for this took place at Portland Bill and

the system was developed and used success-

fully on D-Day by the US Rangers for their

assault on the battery that was believed to be

armed at Pointe du Hoc three miles (5km) to

the west of Omaha Beach (Pawle 2009, 262).

PLUTO (PipeLine Under The Ocean), which

was to be vital for the supply and mainten-

ance of the allied forces landing in Normandy,

underwent initial pipelaying trials run by the

staff at Birnbeck in the Bristol Channel. Birn-

beck also successfully developed a long tube

called ‘Helter Skelter’ for the Army to allow
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rapid disembarkation of troops from ships into

landing craft. Initial tests were carried out from

the side of Birnbeck Pier (Pawle 2009, 279).

DMWD were involved in the design and

testing of the ‘Dam Busters’ bomb, the brain-

child of Barnes Wallis, but this took place

at Chesil Beach not in the Bristol Channel.

However, tests were made using the same tech-

nique but with a rocket-propelled explosive

ball to be fired horizontally from a motor

torpedo boat and sent bouncing over the sea

to the target and hopefully over any torpedo

net defences. Initial test were carried out at

Birnbeck but were transferred to Brean Down

for safety and security reasons. Remains of the

rails still exist at the west end of the promon-

tory (Figure 6.9 on the preceding page). The

trials were then moved to Middle Hope Cove

where the beach allowed the missiles to be

recovered after firing, Sea trials were carried out

using an old barge calledMary but development

never reached fruition. Other trials were also

carried out on a flying-saucer bomb designed

by a Norwegian (Pawle 2009, 151-54).

DMWD carried out a number of experi-

ments at the Combined Operations Experi-

mental Establishment (COXE) at Appledore

to find ways of enabling tanks to breach the

anti-tank walls that were being constructed on

some potential invasion beaches. This element

of the ‘Atlantic Wall’ was believed to be 10

feet (3m) high and 7 feet (2m) thick. The

‘Great Panjandrum’ was a device intended to

carry a load of nearly two tons of explosives

from a landing craft across a beach and place

the explosives against the wall. It consisted

of two 10-foot (3m) diameter wheels with 1-

foot (30cm) wide rims and the explosives were

carried on the axle between them. The device

was propelled by rockets attached to the rim of

the wheels in a similar manner to a Catherine-

wheel firework, which it was hoped would

propel the Panjandrum forward at speeds of up

to 60 mph (95 kph).

In September 1943 unsuccessful trials were

carried out at Westward Ho! and later at

Instow. Two modified Panjandrums were then

moved to Lilstock beach for further trials,

which were supported by the Bridgwater Home

Guard battalion which was responsible for

that part of the coastline. A number of

important observers were at the trial but both

Panjandrums toppled over on the beach and

remained motionless until their rocket motors

burnt out. The final trials at Westward Ho! in

January 1944 were spectacularly unsuccessful

and the project was abandoned (Wilson 2005,

204; Pawle 2009, 221–28). It can only be

speculated why these preparations were made

when there were no walls of this type in

the selected invasion area in Normandy. It

has been suggested that the trials may have

been part of the deception plan to make the

Germans believe the invasion was to be else-

where.

DMWD left Birnbeck and its on-going work

was taken over by other departments until it

was paid off in January 1946 but Middle Hope

Cove to the north-west of Sand Bay was still

in use in 1988 for Admiralty tests of under-

water devices (Warlow 2000, 25). Crowther and

Dickson (2008, 236) mention that the site at

St Thomas’s Head on Middle Hope continues

to be in military use and is now operated by

QinetiQ as an explosives and shock-test facility.

Tank mud trials

The Fighting Vehicle Proving Establishment

carried out ‘mud trials’ in Somerset in March

1945 at Bristol and Clevedon. The aim

of these trials was to investigate means

of improving the ability of Cromwell and

Sherman tanks to negotiate soils of low bearing

capacity. Considerable difficulties were exper-

ienced when searching for a suitable site in

the UK but eventually trials on ‘sinkage’ were

carried out at St George’s Wharf in Bristol and

‘traction’ trials at Kingston Seymour near Clev-

edon (TNA WO 194/853).
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Figure 6.10: The barrage balloon hanger built at Pawlett to hold an inflated balloon for use in experimental work

(David Hunt, 2009).

Pawlett experimental establishment

and balloon tests

Pawlett Hams on the lower reaches of the

Parrett, where the river swings in wide

meanders across the low land was a lonely area

and well suited to secret experiments. These

were run by the Royal Aircraft Establishment,

Farnborough (RAE). The initial trials were to

test the breaking strain of German barrage

balloon cable and to compare them with British

balloon cables. The tests were carried out by

aircraft with strengthened wing edges flying

into the cables. The aircraft were initially based

at RAF Exeter but were later moved to RAF

Churchstanton on the Blackdown Hills. Other

experiments included testing aircraft fitted with

strengthened wings or cutters to attempt to cut

or deflect German balloon cables. Experiments

to test the concept of aerial minefields included

suspending ‘paint bombs’ from a balloon. A

barrage balloon was stationed at Pawlett and a

balloon hangar (SHER 10688) constructed to

house it. This avoided the need for a balloon

crew to be constantly present to turn the close-

hauled balloon into the wind or for the balloon

to be deflated and re-inflated for each experi-

ment. The hanger, which measures 100 x 70

x 80 feet high (30 x 21 x 24m), was erected

in 1940-41 and still survives (Figure 6.10).

An adjacent camp was constructed to accom-

modate personnel and provide administrative

facilities (SHER 12722).

Pawlett ranges

It is claimed by ex-workers that the range on

Pawlett Hams, to the east of the balloon hanger
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was used for the initial trials of the first 500lb

and 1000lb (227 and 454kg) bombs. Other

trials included the dispersion of incendiary

bombs; local inhabitants tell of workers being

sent over the Hams to find and extract dummy

incendiary bombs and record their positions.

This is said to have been in preparation for the

bomber raids on Dresden. A pyramidal brick

structure about 15 feet (4.5m) high was built as

a target or aiming mark, which survived until it

was removed in about 2000 (SHER 18121). In

1945 Pawlett Range was used for aerodynamic

trials of models falling at supersonic speeds, the

behaviour of which was monitored by radar

and telemetry stations, possibly at Alstone to

the south-east of Highbridge (see page 92).

The range was closed later in 1945, forcing the

experiments to move elsewhere (Kell 1955, 2).

Aircraft Torpedo Development Unit

Between March 1944 and 1949, a detach-

ment from the Aircraft Torpedo Develop-

ment Unit (ATDU) was moved from RAF

Weston Zoyland to Weston-super-Mare aero-

drome. The ATDU was responsible for

testing air-launched torpedoes and developing

their operational use. The air ranges in the

Bristol Channel were used with Beaufighters

and Swordfish dropping torpedoes which were

filmed from chaser aircraft. Later trials used

Tempest and Mosquito aircraft (Berryman

2006, 139–42).

Dunster Beach rocket tests

Secret trials of rocket projectiles are said to

have been made on Dunster Beach in 1942 or

1943. These appear to have been launched

from frames and possibly used a volatile fuel

propellant (Concannon 1995, 48). To date

no other information of these trials has been

found although 58 Chemical Warfare (CW)

Company Royal Engineers (RE) was based in

Porlock in March 1941 and 3 Group CW RE

moved into Dunster Beach Camp with 68, 69,

70 and 75 CW Companies on 25 April 1941

before moving to Kent on 16 July 1941. While

at Dunster several ‘projector’ and ‘5-inch rocket

shoots’ were carried out by day and night. It

is not known whether the shoots took place

on the coastline or on Exmoor. The primary

role of the group at this time was Southern

Command CW Reserve (TNA WO 166/1317;

WO 166/3432).

Rocket trials, for chemical-weapon delivery,

were also carried out on a range on Brendon

Common (Devon) with a temporary hutted

camp to the north at Slocomslade (Devon) to

accommodate the troops (ENPA 2007).

Smoke screen trials

On 11 November 1943, 810 Smoke Company

of the Pioneer Corps moved from Avonmouth

to a new training camp at Clevedon where four

sections trained on the American Esso Smoke

Generators. On 15 November two sections

were sent to Brean for smoke trials and were

accommodated at the Brean Holiday Camp.

Ten days later the detachment returned to Clev-

edon before moving on 4 December to another

training area at Denton near Newhaven in

Sussex (John Penny, pers. comm.).

Before D-Day the 79 Chemical Smoke

Generating Company of the US Army was

deployed at Avonmouth (see page 76) and on

29 February a trial was carried out using 24

Esso Smoke Generators deployed at 100 yard

(91m) spacing. The screen was ignited and

burnt for an hour as a daylight observation

exercise. It was overflown by an Anson from

Whitchurch which reported that the screen was

‘entirely satisfactory’ although it could have

been improved with more generators, more

closely spaced, and sited slightly further away.

A night test was also carried out on 8 March

(John Penny, pers. comm.).

Wireless stations

The propagation of radio waves in the medium

and high frequency bands is significantly better

over sea water or damp soil and it is worse
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over dry land and desert. There are there-

fore technical advantages in siting such wireless

stations near to the coast on flat damp land and

hence a number of important wireless facilities

were established along the Somerset coastline.

The BBC broadcast transmitters at Clevedon

andWashford have already beenmentioned (on

page 73). The following are further examples.

Post Office maritime radio stations

In 1920 the need for transmitting and receiving

telegraphmessages from ships up to 2000miles

(3200km) from the UK resulted in the GPO

taking over an Army low frequency transmitter

and receiver station at Devizes. The new

service was a success and a new transmitter

site at Portishead with its associated receivers

some 25 miles (40km) away at Burnham-on-

Sea was opened to meet demand. This split-

ting of the transmitters and receivers minim-

ised the interference between the powerful

outgoing signal transmissions and the weak

signals being received and allowed simultan-

eous transmission and reception on all chan-

nels. The two sites were collectively known as

‘Portishead Radio’ although the operation and

traffic handling was carried out from Burnham-

on-Sea with remote control of the transmit-

ters. The first high frequency transmitters and

receivers were installed in 1926 and by 1939, 15

receivers at Burnham-on-Sea and 6 transmitters

at Portishead were handling 3½ million words

per year.

During the war, the threat of German

direction-finding locating the positions of ships

through their transmissions or establishing

their destinations meant that two-way commu-

nications with ships was too dangerous and

messages had to be broadcast to ships without

any acknowledgement of receipt. Variations

in radio propagation conditions often meant

that direct calls to ships had to be made over

a long period and repeated through the day

and night to maximise the chances of the

message being received. The Commonwealth

Area System was set up with eight areas, each

with a transmitting and receiving station, giving

better coverage to ships in that area, compared

with direct transmissions from the UK. The

area stations were all interconnected through an

Admiralty point-to-point wireless network.

A listening watch for distress calls and

enemy-sighting reports from ships attacked by

surface raiders or submarines was constantly

maintained. These reports were critical for

naval intelligence to locate and track the posi-

tions of submarines and surface raiders. The

station also received clandestine signals from

Europe and reports from the north Africa land-

ings. A special aircraft section was established

to maintain communications with maritime

patrol aircraft in the north Atlantic. GPO staff

from Burnham-on-Sea were also seconded to

operate radio stations for other government

services and radio officers were also trained

to work in merchant ships in naval convoys.

In 1943 the GPO staff at Burnham-on-Sea

was reinforced by a Royal Navy officer and

18 telegraphists from the Naval Shore Wireless

Station (HMS Flowerdown) near Winchester.

After the war the stations returned to

commercial activities and the demand for long

range communications increased vastly. The

Area Scheme introduced during the war was

so successful that it was adopted for all British

and Commonwealth registered vessels allowing

them to use naval stations around the world to

relay their traffic to Portishead, however, direct

calling was still used for foreign ships. In 1948

Burnham-on-Sea radio station was re-equipped

and reconstructed but the advent of satellite

communications reduced the need for high-

frequency telegraphy (Morse) communications.

The aerials were removed from Burnham-

on-Sea in 1983 and the receiver service was

transferred about 17 miles (27km) away to

Somerton. The station eventually closed on

Sunday 30 April 2000 after 80 years service. It

was one of the largest communications centres

in the world with 340 people were employed

using both wireless telegraphy (Morse) and

radiotelephones for many decades (GPO 1959;

British Telecommunications 2001).
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Figure 6.11: RAF DF (direction finding) sites at Alstone (Somerset Studies Library, RAF CPE/UK/1924

1010, 16/1/1947).

Direction finding stations

The Radio Security Service (RSS) was estab-

lished before the SecondWorld War to monitor

illicit transmissions from spies or enemy agents

within Britain and to establish the locations of

their transmitters. It was run by the GPO on

behalf of MI5. One important initial task was

to search for German navigation beacons that

were (wrongly) believed to have been estab-

lished in Britain. The Meacon RCM described

above (on page 72) and used against German

bombers was originally designed by the GPO

to counter this threat. As the Germans had not

successfully managed to establish a spy network

in Britain, the RSS stations became increasingly

involved in receiving German Secret Service

traffic signals to their spies and agents in occu-

pied Europe. Most of them were taken over by

MI6 and they became an important source of

intelligence for Bletchley Park. The Stockland

Bristol site consisted of two direction finding

(DF) stations about 300m apart, which appear

to have been operated separately. Each DF

station had four aerial masts set in a square with

the receiver hut in the centre.

One site, ‘Stockland SL’ (SHER 27744)

was associated with the RSS DF stations

at Weatherthorpe SL in north Yorkshire,

Wymondham SL in Norfolk and St Erth SL in

Cornwall. The other station, to the north-west,

was called Stockland A (SHER 27745) and was

associated with DF stations called Sandridge

A in Hertfordshire and St Erth A in Cornwall

(Stan Ames pers. comm.; TNA HW 41/401).

Another RAFDF station is listed at Highbridge

and the grid reference indicates that it was

located on the flat ground to the east of Alstone

(Figure 6.11) but was listed as ‘not yet opera-

tional’ in 1944 (TNA HW 41/1401). The 1948

RAF air photos show at least three DF aerial

sites, the largest one of which appears to have
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Figure 6.12: The remains of some of the steel fixings to the rocks on the beach at the foot of the cliffs of Brean Down

(Somerset County Council HER, 1995).

been a ‘Marconi Adcock aerial’ for working to

aircraft on wavelengths of 600 to 1000m. This

site consisted of four 75-foot or 100-foot (23 or

30m) masts set out north, south, east and west

with a central receiver hut forming a square

with a 200-foot (60m) diagonal. Four concrete

anchors are visible to support each mast. Two

adjacent sites have the same diamond pattern

and orientation but are smaller and therefore

appear to be DF stations working at higher

frequencies (SHER 17888).

From 1937 the RAF ran a Medium

Frequency Direction Finding (MFDF) Organ-

isation which provided two aircraft navigation

services: a Direction Finding Security Service

and an Identification Service. The Security

Service provided aids in the form of bear-

ings and fixes of aircraft in flight, particu-

larly when beyond British shores, from two

or more Direction Finding (DF) stations while

the Identification Service established the loca-

tion and identity of friendly aircraft returning

to the British Isles. These services were run

from 12 separate DF sections each with two or

more DF receiver stations and a medium wave

transmitter. The last was used for commu-

nicating with aircraft and for passing bearings

and control messages to other DF stations

if landlines were unavailable (Air Historical

Branch 1950b, 306). When returning to the

UK, bomber and coastal aircraft made a short

manual wireless transmission when they were

about 100 miles (160km) from the coast to

establish their identity and fix their position.

The pilots of fighter aircraft did not have

time to make a manual transmission so fighters

were fitted with a device called ‘Pipsqueak’ to

automatically transmit on high-frequency radio.

Later on fighters were fitted with Identifica-

tion Friend or Foe (IFF, see page 66). Within

Britain each Fighter Command Group had

DF stations to track fighters, which continued

to be developed and used to good effect

throughout the war (Air Ministry 1952, 71).
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On-going research suggests that the site at

Alstone (SHER 17888) may have been used for

MFDF purposes and it appears to have been

used into the Cold War as masts are visible on

1958 air photographs but had gone by 1960.

Coastal aerodromes

In 1939 the RAF contracted flying training at

Weston-super-Mare to a civilian flying school

run by Straight Corporation, the owners of

Weston Airport. The school was named No

39 Elementary and Reserve Flying Training

School. On the outbreak of war the flying

training was moved to other sites and Straight

Corporation were contracted to run No 5 Civil

Air Navigation School to train RAF navigators.

The Bristol Channel provided an ideal training

area, well away from interference from enemy

aircraft. On 1 November 1939, the RAF took

control of the school which was redesignated

as 5 Air Observer and Navigation School but

in August 1940, the school was transferred to

Oudtshoorn in South Africa (Berryman 2006,

132). As mentioned on page 80, a small airstrip

on the coast at Doniford was established in

the 1920s for use by the target towing aircraft

from RAF Weston Zoyland serving the Doni-

ford AA ranges (Ashworth 1990, 259).

Barrage balloon gas

The hydrogen gas for balloons in the Southern

Barrages (Eastleigh, Southampton, Portsmouth

and Gosport) and the Western Barrages

(Bristol, Avonmouth, Plymouth and Cardiff)

was manufactured at the Imperial Chemical

Industries (ICI) plant at Weston-super-Mare

gas works. The gas was delivered compressed

into cylinders each containing 575 cubic feet

(175m3) of gas at a pressure of 200 atmo-

spheres (61 kPa). The standard LZ (Low Zone)

balloon used throughout the war needed some

30 cylinders of gas to supply the 19,000 cubic

feet (5800m3) required to inflate it and about

two cylinders a day to keep it topped up. The

LZ balloon was flown from a mobile winch and

was designed for a maximum altitude of 5000

feet (1500m) (John Penny, pers. comm.).

Conclusion

A surprising number and wide range of military

activities took place on or near the Somerset

coastline, many unrelated to the defence of

the Bristol Channel ports, or of Bristol as a

manufacturing centre, or of the Somerset coast.

Some of the experimental work was of great

significance, particularly in the Battle of the

Atlantic. While archaeological remains survive

at some sites, many activities appear to have left

no discernable traces and often the exact sites

involved cannot be located with accuracy.

Equally there are some surviving remains

whose purpose is unclear. An example is the

series of iron and concrete structures set into

the rocks at the foot of the cliffs near the high

water mark on the beach on the south side

of Brean Down (Figure 6.12 on the preceding

page). They appear to be evidence of Second

World War activity (although they could be

earlier or later) but so far no documentary evid-

ence or local inhabitants with knowledge of the

site has been discovered. Rather than risking

new theories which might so easily become

adopted as the truth and refined far beyond

what the very limited evidence will sustain,

the authors have avoided guessing their nature

and purpose. All these sites form part of

the archaeology and history of the Somerset

coastline and deserve full record and further

research.
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